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Silverstone SATA II Cable
with Locking Latch 90°

Special Price

$5.45 was

$6.59

Product Images

Short Description

Product Details:
CP04 is a newly designed Serial ATA II cable for SATA II hard drives with added compatibility of 90°, an added convenience for small chassis or
space-limited applications; Constructed with metallic EMI guard layer as well as safety-locking mechanism on both ends of connectors will further
assure the safety of your hard drives and the invaluable information they hold. Its high signal integrity is insured for all data transfer up to 3Gb
per second. The CP04 with EMI guard will provide enhanced users experience while providing them a peace of mind.
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Features:

Commercial grade components with fast transmitting speed

Connectors with locking mechanism for safety measure

Metallic cable layer for EMI suppression

Added compatibility with 90° angled connector

Specifications:

Transmitting Speed  3G bps

 Color  Clear cable

 Connectors  90 degree on one connector

 Length  500mm

Description

Product Details:
CP04 is a newly designed Serial ATA II cable for SATA II hard drives with added compatibility of 90°, an added convenience for small chassis or
space-limited applications; Constructed with metallic EMI guard layer as well as safety-locking mechanism on both ends of connectors will further
assure the safety of your hard drives and the invaluable information they hold. Its high signal integrity is insured for all data transfer up to 3Gb
per second. The CP04 with EMI guard will provide enhanced users experience while providing them a peace of mind.
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Additional Information

Brand SilverStone Technology

SKU CP04-D

Weight 0.3000

Cable Type SATA Power Adapter

Special Price $5.45


